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Before redesign
The screen shot shows
Rafeedie’s Catering & Events
(www.rafeediescatering.com)
before the site received a
sweeping facelift. In all,
the presentation might
be summed up as being
somewhat bland or
unadorned, offsetting what
otherwise amounts to a
splendid set of offerings
from this company.

tips for creating a website
that works for you
It’s been quite a long time since
I’ve encountered a poorly designed
print brochure, but websites are an
entirely different animal.
We’ve all seen them: ugly
backgrounds, clunky navigation,
broken links. Here are a few basics
to consider when developing or
redesigning your website.
1) Keep it simple: It’s sometimes
very tempting to open up
shop and let visitors see
everything you want to sell
right there in the doorway, but
information overload can become
overwhelming, add confusion and
prevent people from navigating
your site properly.
Streamline your navigation into
intuitive master categories and let
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dropdown menus and internal
page links do the rest.
2) First impressions count: Consider
your website to be an electronic
business card beaming itself to
everyone in your community.
Your professionalism and quality
of presentation can make the
difference between an enthusiastic
phone call or a quickly forgotten
web visit.
When putting together a website,
balance the need for extended
informational content against the
cost of a quality design. You can
always add information over
time, but if your shell design
looks primitive or amateurish,
potential customers might think
the same of your services.
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3) Keep ’em coming: When tied in
properly with traditional print
advertising, a website can add
an easy, accessible and rewarding
dimension to customer service.
Keep your website up-to-date
with seasonal offerings,
customer testimonials, service
announcements and the like.
Repeat visitors especially will
appreciate the extra effort.

Jeffrey C. Dircken is director of
development for Integrated
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a national provider of website
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for businesses.

After redesign
The revision neatly organizes
Rafeedie’s three major services –
Corporate Catering, Social Catering,
and Cuisine to Go – while still
externalizing their vital Contact
and Testimonials links for quick and
easy access. The layout is now much
more user-friendly and better
reflects the higher standards of
presentation for which Rafeedie’s
is famous. cs
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